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1. Introduction. In this paper extensions to arbitrary locally compact

unimodular groups of some classical results in analysis are obtained which

have their origin in the following theorem of Hausdorff and Young:

Theorem. Let KpS2, p'= p/p-l, f<ELp(0, 1) and c„= Jf(x)e~2Tinxdx.

Then

(1) i2Zn\cn\*'y<P' Sif\fix)\*dXy">, «=0,   1,2,
(2) If {cn\ is a sequence such that (YJn | c„\ vytv' is finite, then there is an

fGLp.(0, 1) such that cn=ff(x)e-2*in*dx and (J\f(x)\pdxY^S(2Zn \cn\v)Up.

We show among other things that (1) may be generalized as follows: Let

G be a compact group with Haar measure 1 and let \cp\\ be any collection of

inequivalent continuous irreducible unitary representations of G where cp\

has degree d\. Let C\ be the matrix JGf(x)cp\(x)dx. For any matrix A let

11^11, = trace (|i4| »Y"> where \a\=(A*AY>2. Then (£x IICxII&Ja)1'''
S(Ja\f(x)\*dxyi».

As is well known analogous results hold for Fourier integrals. For example,

a function / in Lp(— oo, oo), l<p<2. has a Fourier transform F in

Ln.(-oo, oo) and ((2Tr)-1i2f\F(y)\f'dy)1">'S((2ir)~1!2J\f(x)\pdxY^. Our
main result is an extension of this theorem to the noncompact and nonabelian

case.

If G is a locally compact abelian group the Fourier transform F oi an

integrable function / on G is generally defined as the function on the char-

acter group G oi G given by F(%) = /' ax(a)f(a)da; when / is in Li(G)C\Li(G),

T:f—*F is an isometric map into L2(G) which can be extended to an isometry

of L2(G) with Li(G). Moreover the operation Lf of convolution by/ in L2(G)

is unitarily equivalent via T to multiplication, MF by F in L2(G). In fact

Mr = TLfT~1. li G is abelian, any closed densely defined operator in L2(G)

which commutes with the group translations is equivalent via T to a multi-

plication in L2(G) by a measurable function on G, (Segal [4]). In particular

if / is measurable on the abelian group G and Lj is closed and densely de-

fined with TL/T~l — Mf it is natural to call F the Fourier transform of /

Since F and Mp are essentially equivalent it makes sense to define the Fourier
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transform of / as the operator Lf. Now for a general locally compact uni-

modular group we say that a measurable function/on G has a Fourier trans-

form whenever Lf is a measurable operator, that is, is closed, densely defined

and satisfies certain additional conditions which we state later. In this set-

ting, the Hausdorff-Young Theorem takes the form ||l.7||,/g||/||p where/

belongs to LP(G), 1 gpg2 and ||--/||p' is defined, without the use of reduction

theory, in terms of noncommutative integration. We note that in this type of

integration the objects to be integrated are operators rather than functions.

In the abelian case theorems of this type generally depend upon certain

convexity properties and are most easily proved by using results on the

interpolation 'of linear operations. We show that the Riesz-Thorin interpola-

tion theorem can be extended to the noncommutative situation and use it

as the main tool for proving our results.

The paper is organized as follows: Part 2 is devoted principally to defini-

tions and a summary of the basic facts about noncommutative integration,

as developed by Segal [4]. In §3 we develop the basic properties of noncom-

mutative Lp spaces. Dixmier [2] has done much of this, but whereas his Lp

spaces are defined as abstract completions of certain sets of operators of a

relatively simple type we prefer to identify points in the completion. In the

present treatment a general element of Lp is a measurable operator, just as a

general element of Lp in the usual measure-theoretic case is a measurable

function. §4 treats linear mappings between Lp spaces and gives an extension

of the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem, similar to that given by Zygmund

and Calderon in [l]. In §5 we apply these results to groups.

2. Noncommutative integration. A not necessarily bounded linear oper-

ator T in a Hilbert space 3C is essentially measurable with respect to a ring

Ct of operators on 3C if 7" has a closure, T is affiliated with a and if there exists

an increasing sequence 3Ci, X2, • • • , of closed linear manifolds in the domain

of T such that the restriction T(i) of T to 3C,- is bounded for each i, Xj is

algebraically finite, 3C,X j 0 and the projections Pi on 3C,- are affiliated with a.

T is measurable if T is essentially measurable and closed. If 5 and T are

essentially measurable, then so are 5*, S+T, and ST. When S, T are meas-

urable the closures (S+T)~ and ST are called the strong sum and strong

product respectively and the collection of all operators measurable with

respect to a given ring is an algebra with involution relative to adjunction

and the strong operations. Throughout the rest of the paper all sums and

products of measurable operators will be taken in the strong sense and when

S, T are measurable, we will write S+T for (S+T)~ and ST for ST; how-

ever, algebraic operations on operators not known to be measurable will be

taken in the ordinary sense. If T is measurable and U\ T\ is the canonical

polar decomposition of T then U belongs to a and | T\ is measurable. A se-

quence { Tn} of operators on a Hilbert space is said to converge nearly every-

where (n.e.) relative to a measurable operator T if for e>0 there exist projec-
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tions Pn(e) such that ||(7\, —P)P„(e)|| <e and I—Pn(e) is algebraically finite

for all sufficiently large w.

If S„—>S and P„—>P n.e. then Sn + Tn—*S+T n.e.; T„—>T n.e. and 5 is

measurable implies TnS-+TS n.e.

By a regular gage space T we mean a system (3C, a, m) composed of a

complex Hilbert space 3C, a ring of operators a on 3C and a measure or gage m

on the projections in a with the properties:

1. m(P)>0 if P^O and w(0)=0.

2. w is completely additive, (i.e. if {P«} is any mutually orthogonal col-

lection of projections in a then m(\JPj) = Z° m(Pa).)

3. Every projection is the l.u.b. of projections on which m is finite.

4. If U is unitary in a then m(U*PU) =m(P).

We mention that a measure space M is technically not a special instance

of a gage space; however, M is essentially equivalent to a regular commuta-

tive gage space constructed from the multiplication algebra of M [4] and in

the future we will not distinguish carefully between a measure space and its

associated gage space.

A measurable operator T on a gage space V is said to be elementary if it

is everywhere defined and lives on an m-finite manifold in the sense that T

and T* are 0 on the orthogonal complement of a subspace of finite gage. The

collection S of elementary operators is a 2-sided ideal in a on which there

exists a unique linear functional m' such that

(1) m'(P) =m(P) if P is a projection in a.

(2) T belongs to S and 7>0 implies m'(T)>0.

(3) If 5 belongs to a and T is in S then m'(ST) =m'(TS).

(4) m' is strongly continuous on the operators in the unit sphere of S that

live on a. fixed w-finite manifold.

We now replace the symbol m' by m and say that a measurable operator

T is integrable if there is a sequence { TnJ of elementary operators converging

to T n.e. which satisfies the additional condition that m(\ Tn — Tk\)—»0 as

w, k—> oo. The integral of T which is denoted by m(T) is defined as limn m(Tn)

and is single valued. The functional m thus defined has the usual properties

and when T is measurable and positive with spectral resolution fhdE\, m(T)

= \imf^+o ft\dm(Ej). The integral is extended to not necessarily measurable

operators as follows: If T is a positive hyperhermitian operator affiliated with

the gage space then m(T) is defined as l.u.b. of m(X) as X ranges over the

positive elementary operators bounded by T; when m(T) is finite, T is

measurable and is in fact integrable.

3. Lp spaces.

Definition 3.1. Let T = (3C, a, m) he a regular gage space and let B be a

positive hyperhermitian operator affiliated with a. Set ||_(||_ equal to the

bound of B if B is bounded and otherwise put ||5||M= ». For 1 gp< w put

\\B\\p = (m(B")yi" if m(B>) is finite and if not, set ||_»||,= «o. When ||fl||, is
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finite we note that B is necessarily measurable. For an arbitrary measurable

operator T put ||F||p = |||!r|||P, and let LP(T) be the collection of all measura-

ble operators T with ||7]|P< o°.

Definition 3.1. An elementary operator S is said to be simple if S

= l7YJ"_j atEi where U is measurable partially isometric and Ei, E2, • • • , En

are nonzero mutually orthogonal m-finite projections in Ct.

Theorem 1. For any regular gage space T, LP(T), 1 SpS °°, is a self adjoint

normed linear space over the complex numbers in which the norm of an operator

T is given by \\T\\p. Furthermore,

(a) if T belongs to LP(T) and S is in LP>(T), then TS is integrable and

IK'S,||i = ||F|L||Slip'. And if T is an arbitrary measurable operator

(b) Wt*\\   = ml
(c) ||r||p = Sup {||jTS||i: 5 is simple, ||5||P' ^1, and TS is integrable].

With the exception of (c), Segal [4] has shown that the theorem is true

for the cases p = 1, 2, and oo. Since there is no difficulty in verifying (c) when

p = 1 and as the case p = oo will be treated somewhat more generally later on

we will assume in the succeeding lemmas that Kp< oo. Before proceeding,

it is instructive to consider an

Example. Let A be a set and let % be the collection of all operator valued

functions T= {7\} defined on A such that Fx is a linear operator on a fixed

complex finite dimensional space of dimension d\. Then ^ is a linear algebra

over the complex numbers with involution *, the algebraic operations and *

being defined in the obvious fashion. For 1 Sp < °°set ||r| „ = ( YJx ||rx||pdx)1/p

where ||7\||P= [trace (TtTx)"*]1" and put ||r||„ = Sup { |rx||«,:XGAI. Now
for 1 SpS °° put LP(A) ior the collection of all T in g such that ||7]|p< oo.

Then it turns out that ||F||P is a monotone decreasing function of p for each

fixed T in g; from this we see that Z,p(A)C-L„(A) for 1 SpS °°, and further-

more it is also true that if T belongs to L„(A) and S is in LP(A) then ||FS||P

= II^IUII'S'1Ip = II^'IIpII'^1Ip- 1° ̂ act ̂p(A) is a complex Banach algebra with
involution *. The case p = 2 is of special interest in that L2(A) is a Hilbert

algebra, the inner product of two elements T, S in L2(A) being given by (T, S)

= Sx trace (FxS*)dx. L00(A) is algebraically isomorphic to a ring ft of oper-

ators on Li(A), the element T in L„(A) corresponding to the operator LT

where LT(S) = TS for all S in L2(A). If LQ is a projection in a, put n(LQ)

= \\Q\\l', then n is a regular gage on a and the triple r = (L2(A), (J, «) is a

regular gage space. In addition LP(T) and LP(A) are algebraically isomorphic

under an appropriate restriction of the correspondence T^Lt-

We now return to the proof of Theorem 1. The essential ideas in the

proofs of the first two lemmas are taken from Dixmier [2].

Lemma 1.1. If T and S are elementary operators then ||rS||i^||F||p|[5||P'

<oo.
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Let T= U\T\ and S = V\ S\ be the canonical polar decompositions of T

and S. Let f\dE\ and fkdF\ be the spectral resolutions of | T\ and | S|

respectively. For arbitrary bounded complex valued, Borel measurable func-

tions /, g defined on the line put Tf= Uff(r\)dE\ and 5„ = F/g(X)dPx. Then
since ff(K)dE\ is elementary and U is bounded and in a, it follows that Tf

is elementary. Now T^Tf=ff(X)dE},U*Uff(X)dEx and 17* £7 is the projection
on the closure of the range of | P|. Putting U*U = Q it results that Q\ T\

= | T\ = | T\ Q; hence Q commutes with /J(\)dEx and ff(\)dEx. Thus Tf*T,

= Qf\fW\2dExQ and (T*Tf)>i* = Qf\f(K) *dExQ£/\fQC)\>dEx. Setting
C/1/(X)| Hm(Ej)yi" = \\(f, E)\\p it follows that | T,\\p<\\(f, E)\\p< » and if we
Put (/|g(X)| ,dm(Fj))1,q = \\(g, F)\\q, a similar argument shows that 5, is

elementary and ||S9||9g||(g, F)\\9<*>. We put ||(/, £)||_ = ||/1|_ and \\(g, F)||.

= ||f||M and observe that the above inequalities hold for 1 g£, gg oo. Now

letTS=W\ TS\ be the polar decomposition of TS and set B(/,g) =m(W*TfSj).

By results known for Li(j£) and LX(V) (part (a) of Theorem 1) it follows that

\B(/,g)\ g ||P^*7V_?„||i g || WlUI7/5,11! g ||r/5e||i g ||7>||r||5,||. g \\(f,E)\\r
■||(g> P)||« where (r, s) = (1, <»), (oo, 1). Since B is bilinear, it follows by the

Riesz-Thorin interpolation  theorem  as  stated  in   [l,   Theorem  F],   that

\B(f, g)\ g||(/, E)\\p\\(g, F)\\p> for lg£g«>. Setting/(X) =X if 0_SX^||-"H.
and putting/(X) =0 for other values of X we see that T=Tf and that ||P||P

= | (/, £)]L Let g be defined similarly. Then |7i(/, g)\ =m(W*TS) =\\TS\\i
g|r||p||5||p-forlgpg».

Lemma 1.2. If T is measurable ||P||p = ||P*||p, aw<2 if T belongs to LP(T)

there exists an operator S in Lp,(T) such that ||7,5||i = ||r||p and ||5||P' = 1. If,

in addition, T is bounded (elementary) then S is also bounded (elementary).

Let T=U\T\. Then \T*\=U\T\U* and | T*\ "= U\ T\ *U* so that
■m(\T*\») =m(U\T\*U*). Thus if m(\ T\ ») is finite, m(\T\p)=m(U*U\T\*)
= m(U\T\rU*)=m(\T*\'>); hence ||r||p = ||r*|L Applying the same argu-

ment to T* we see that when ||r*||p is finite, ]| P*||p = ||P**||P = ||P||P. Thus

||P*||P = ||7]|P for any measurable operator T. Suppose now that T belongs

to LP(T). Then [ P*|*> = U\ T\ U*U\ T\"~1U* = TR where R = P\ T\^lU* and
P   is   the   projection   U*U  on   the   closure   of   the   range   of   \T\. R*R

= c7|r|"-ipp|r|"-iz7* = L/|r|2<*-»c/* = (c/|r| j7*)«p-o = |t-*|2(p-i> and
from this follows the fact that | P| = | T*\ p~1; on the other hand since

(p-l)p'=p, \R\>'=\T*\* and therefore ||P]|P- = \\T*\\l/tf = \\T\\l-1 < oo. We
may assume without loss of generality that | P| p^0 and setting 5 = ||r||p_pP

it is easily verified that I|5|L = 1. Now TS= \T APTR = \\T |p-p| T*\ * so that
II 11 Mill I I I I I I I I I Ii7 I I

||r5||i = ||r||P_pwj(| T*\p) =||r||p. Finally from the construction of 5, it is clear

that the last statement of the lemma is valid.

Lemma 1.3. If T is a measurable operator there exists a sequence {Sn} of

simple operators such that ||5„||p<gl, TSn is integrable, and ||r5„||i—>||r||p.
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We show first of all that it suffices to prove the lemma for T positive.

Suppose then that 2?i, Ri, • • ■ , is a sequence of simpje operators satisfying

the conclusion of the lemma for | T*\. Let T=lf\ T\ be the canonical polar

decomposition of T and put Sn=U*Rn. Then | T*\Rn= U\ T\ U*Rn = TSn

and |J| F*| J?„||i = ||r5„||i—»||r*||p = ||r||p. Clearly Sn is simple, and to verify

that ||SB||p<gl choose, by the preceding lemma, an elementary operator 5„'

such that ||S„SB||i = ||Sn||p. and ||S.'||p = l. Then ||Sn||P' =|| U*RnS/ ,

— l^*IUII-^"'^"l|i and applying Lemma 1.1, it follows that ||i?„S„' i
==!||7?„||p'||5„/||p = ||i?n||p'gl; thus ||5„||p-gl, and we may suppose that F^O.

Let /Xd£x be the spectral resolution of T and set Qn=Jr^dE\ and Tn

= Jrn\dE\. We now consider two cases: (a) ||F»||p<oo for all n; and (b)

there exists n0 such that || 7\J| „ = ». If (a) holds let fk be the function defined

for each positive integer k\\n by fk(\) =i/2k if i/2kS^<(i + l)/2k where

i = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Putting F* = (?„//* (A) d£x it results that Fk=f22^fk(\)dEx and
as ||F„||P< oo, that Qn is elementary and that Fk is simple. There is no diffi-

culty in verifying that 0STp- FlSPi2n + l)p-1'2tQn so that m(F)p^ m(Tp)

as £->oo. Choose j such that ||r„||p-l/wg||F,-||p and set Sn = \\Fj\\p-pF^-1

(it is no loss of generality to assume ||F,||P5^0). Then S„ is simple, TSn

= T(QnSn) = TnSn is integrable, and Fn.S„ ̂  FyS„ ̂  0. Hence ||r5„||i^||Fj5n||i

= l|Fjj|p^||F„||p—1/w. Now by an argument given in Lemma 1.2, |p„|[p> = l

and since TSn = TnSn we can apply Lemma 1.1 to get the inequality ||7\Sn||i

g||r„||p||5„||p-=||rn||p. Thus ||r„|p —l/«g||r5„||ig||r„||pand using the fact

that ||F„||P| ||r||p we see that | F5„||i—>||r||p. We now consider case (b).

Choose for each n\\no an w-finite projection Jn such that JnSQn and

IWIp^n. Set 5n = ||/n||P"Vrl = |W|P"V„. Then 5„ is simple, ||S„||p.= 1, and
TSn = T(QnSn) = TnS„ is integrable. Since F„ ^ Q, SnTnSn s= SnQnSn = || dn||p_J'.S'n

^0 and ||5»||.||r.5»||i^||5»r„5»|i^|/„|p-'|5n|i.  Because ||S»|L = |Wli~'

it       folloWS        that        \\T„Sn\\l^\\Sn\l=     Jn\1p~P\Jn\l = \\jn\\l~V\\Jn\\l = \\jn\\P^n.

Thus for w^Wo, Mg||F5n[|i< °° and    FSB||i—»||F||p= ».

Lemma 1.4. If T is a non-negative measurable operator in LP(T) there

exists a sequence Tx, Ti, ■ ■ ■ , of elementary operators such that Tn—*T n.e.,

||r„-r*||p->o, ||r„||Pt ||r||p a«d ||r-r,,||,—o.

Let T = J\dE\ be the spectral resolution of T. Set T„=Jn-AdE\ and put

Rn=fodEx. Then ||(F—F„)i?n||» = «_1 and because /nd£x is m-finite, it is

algebraically finite (as T is a regular gage space) so that Tn—>T n.e.. Putting

Qn=f"-idE\ it follows that Q»STP so that Qn is elementary and hence

Tn = TnQn is also. Now ||r„||P=/2-iX"dm(Fx) 1 fZ\»dm(Ex) =||r||p< « so that

\\Tn-Tk\\pp=fn-\'>\pdm(Ex)+f'i'r\pdm(E),)   (n>k)-+0   as   n,   fc^°o    and   also

|| T - F„||p =   f     \pdm(EJ =  f   \'dm(Ex) -» 0 as »-> «.
•7 0 J n

Lemma 1.5 (Holder's inequality). If T is in LP(T) and if S belongs to

LP.(T) then TS is integrable and \\TS\\xS\\T\\P\\S\\p..
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Suppose first of all that T is elementary and that 5^0. Choose ele-

mentary operators 5i, 52, • • • , satisfying the conclusion of the preceding

lemma, which we apply to 5. Since T is bounded TSn—>TS n.e. and by

Lemma 1.1, ||TSn— r5*||ig||7||P||5,i — 5*||„'—»0. Thus {P5„} is a Cauchy

sequence of elementary operators and it follows that TS is integrable.

Furthermore ||P5||i = lim„ ||T5n]|iglim„ ||Pn||p||5„||p< =|| P||p||5||p'. Now let S

he an arbitrary element of Lp,(T) and let 5= V\ S\ be the polar decomposition

of 5. Then TS=(TV)\ S\ is integrable. For TV is elementary, and in addition

we have the inequality, ||P5||ig||rF||p 5||P'. To show that ||P5||ig||r||p||5||P'

it therefore suffices to show that \\TV pg||r||p. For this purpose choose by

Lemma 1.2 an elementary operator T' such that ||r'||P' = l and ||F*r*P'||i

= ||F*r*||p. Then

||tt||p = ||(7V)*||p = ||7*7*||p = ||7*r*r||ig ||p*||_||r*r||i

g||r*||P||r||p, = |[r||P.

Hence the lemma is valid for T elementary and 5 arbitrary in Lp,(T). Now

suppose that T is an arbitrary non-negative element of LP(T). Choose ele-

mentary operators Tn as in Lemma 1.4. Then T„S—>TS n.e. and by what we

have just established, ||P„5— Pt5||ig||Tn — Pt||P||5||p—»0 so that {P„5} is a

Cauchy sequence in Z,i(r). Since Z-i(r) is complete there exists K in Li(T)

such that ||7\,5 —7£J|i—»0. By passing to a subsequence we can assume that

TnS-*K n.e. and as limits n.e. are unique it follows that TS = K. Hence TS

is integrable and by continuity ||P5||i = lim„ ||7\,5||iglim„ ||r„||p||5|]p<

= ||r||p||5||p'. Finally, for an arbitrary operator T in LP(T) we can write

T=U\T\ and therefore TS=U(\T\S) is integrable and ||r5||i = || U(\ T\ S)\\i
<.\\tt\\ llTsil <IItII II <vll— II ̂ ll«=ll1 ^ll1 — II •* IIpII^IIp'-

Proof of the theorem. Parts (a), (b), and (c) have already been established

in the preceding lemmas, and it is clear that ||„r||P = a||p||P when a is a

complex number and T belongs to LP(T). So we must show that if R and T

belong to Lp(r) then R + T does also, and that ||P + r||pg||P||p + ||r||p. By

Lemma 1.3, there is a sequence 5i, 52, ■ • • , of simple operators such that

(R + T)Si is integrable, ||(P + r)5,-||rH(# + 7l|P and ||5,-||p-gl. Now

||(P + P)5l||i = ||P5i+r5,-||ig||P5l-|[i + ||r5l||i, since RSi and TSt are integ-
rable and applying Holder's inequality we get ||P5,-||i + | r5,-||ig|[P||p|[5i||p-

+l|ry|Si||,'g||.R||p+||r||1, Hence ]|p+r||pg||p||p+||r| p.

Corollary 1.1. If K is bounded and measurable and if T belongs to LP(T),

lg£g oo, then ||7Cr||pg||72"||0O||r||p. Moreover, \\k\1,, is the bound of the opera-

tion Lk of left multiplication by K on LP(T).

For/? = l, oo the inequality |].KT||Pg||i£[|,X)||r'||p is known and if Kp< oo

there exists a sequence 5i, 52, • • • , of simple operators such that KTSn is

integrable, |[_r_T_r._>„I|i—>|[Jf_T_r||^. and ||5„||p-gl. Now ||JKT5„||1g||.fi: |„||r5„||i

gllxl^Hrllpl^nllp'gllrllpSO that passing to the limit we get |]7aT| Pg||i?:j|_•11*11,.
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To show that \\K\\X is the least number satisfying the inequality for all T

in LP(T) it suffices to show that there exists a sequence Fi, T2, • • • , of simple

operators such that ||F„||pgl and ||.KTB||P—>||if||». We note that this result

includes part (c) of Theorem 1 for the case p= oo. Now writing K= U\K\

and considering | K*\ —KU* it is easy to see that it is sufficient to consider

the case when K is positive. Suppose then that K ^0 and that K has the

spectral resolution f^KdE\ where a^TfH^,. Put Qn=fo~n 'dFx for all positive

integers n such that a —«_1^0 and set Kn = KQn. Let Jn be a w-finite projec-

tion such that 0<JnSQn and let F„ be a nonzero multiple of /„ such that

||Fn||p = l. Then Tn is simple ||.KT„[|pg||.fir||00 and KTn=K(QTn)=K„Tn.

Hence    ||i^F„||p = ||if„F„||p. Now

a — n~l = \\(a — n-l)Tn\\P S ||(a — n~l)QnTn — 7TnF„||p + ||irBF„||p

S\\(a-  n-")Qn  ~  Kn\U\Tn\\P+\\KTn\\v S   K-1 + ||*T„||P

so that ||i«:||C(J-2«-1g||JB:F„||pg||ii:||00. Hence ||xr||p-»||ii:|[..

Corollary 1.2. The simple operators are dense in LP(Y) for 1 Sp < °° •

Let T belong to Fp(r). Using the polar deqpmposition of T and the pre-

ceding corollary we see that it suffices to consider the case when T is positive.

Now let e>0 and choose by Lemma 1.4 an elementary operator-Fe such that

|| F— Fe||p<e/2. Since Tt is positive and elementary, an argument similar to

one used in the proof of Lemma 1.3 shows that there exists a simple operator

St such that ||Fe — St\\p<e/2. As we have shown that LP(T) has a norm it

follows that || F — 5e||p<e.

Corollary 1.3. If Tn-^T in LP(T) and S„—>S in LP*(T) then ||TS — FB5B||i

—»0 and m(TnSn)^m(TS).

As the integral is continuous on Li(r) it suffices to prove || TS— TnSn\ i—>0.

NOW    || TS  -   TnSn\\l   S\\TS -   TnS\\l  +   \\TnS -   TnSn\\l   S   || T  -   F„||p|5l|p-
+ ||Fn||p||S —5„||p', and because   {Tn}   is convergent the norms ]|F„||p are

bounded and the result follows.

Theorem 2. LP(T) is complete relative to the norm \\T\\P.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose {Tk} is a Cauchy sequence in LP(T) and that Tk con-

verges n.e. to a measurable operator T. Suppose also that \\Tk\\pSM for all k.

Then T belongs to LP(T) and \\t\\pSM.

Let 5 belong to LP'(T) and suppose ||s||p<gl. Then TkS-^>TS n.e.; more-

over { TkS) is a Cauchy sequence inii(r). For || F&S — F;S||ig|| Tk — r;||p]|S||p>

g||Fi —Fi||p—>0. Since LX(T) is complete there exists R belonging to Z-i(r)

such that ||i?— Ft5||i-^0. By passing to a subsequence we can assume TkS—*R

n.e. But TkS—>TS n.e. and as limits n.e. are unique, it results that TS = R.

Thus TS is in Li(r) and I (FS)||i = lim* ||(7VS)||i. Because \\(TkS)\\xS\\Tk\\P

•||5lU'^||r*||,^JIf, \\(TS)\XSM. So by Lemma 1.10, \\T\\PSM.
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Lemma 2.2. If {Tn) is Cauchy in LP(T) and P„—>T n.e. then T belongs to

LP(T) and\\T-Tn\\p-+0.

For each fixed w we can assume ||Pa —Pn||pgo„ for all k where an—>0.

Now Tk — T»-+T— Tn n.e. as k-* oo, and is Cauchy in LP(T). By the previous

Lemma T—Tn belongs to Lp(r) and ||P—Pn||Pga„-^0. As the sum of two

elements of LP(T) is again in LP(T), T = (T — Tj) +Tn is in LP(T).

Proof of the theorem. Now let { Tn] be a Cauchy sequence in Lp(r). We

wish to prove there exists T in Lp(r) such that \\T— r„||„—»0. Observe first

that we can assume Tn = T*. For the Lp norms of the real and imaginary parts

of Tn never exceed the Lp norm of P„. It is also no loss of generality to suppose

that Pi is bounded and that ||Pn+i —Pn||pg4_". Let f\dE\ he the spectral

resolution of T„+i—T„ and put Jn=f2A-<'dE\. Then ||(Pn+i — Tn)Jn\\«, = 2~"

and m(I- Jj) g2—». Put (?*=U»_» (I-Jj). Then m(Qj) g21~i and Qk = I-Jn
so Jn = I-Qk and ||(r„+i-r„)(/-<2A)||00g2-" for all n^k.

As in the proof that 7Li(r) is complete [4, p. 431] there exists a bounded

operator P(4) defined on (I — Qj)SC = 3Ck to which the restrictions Tnl) of T„

to Xk converge uniformly, and the P(4) define an operator whose closure T is

measurable. Tn-+T n.e.; for \\(Tn — T)(I — Qj)\\x^2~n+1 when n^k, and we

can take Pn(e) equal to I — Qn lor 2~n+1<e and equal to 0 otherwise. Then

P„(e) 11, m(I-Pn(e))< °o and ||(P„-r)P„(e)||w< e for large w. By Lemma

2.2, T belongs to LP(T) and ||P-P„||p->0.

Corollary 2.1. If Tn—*T in LP(T) there exists a subsequence { Tnj} and a

strongly dense domain {3C*} such that

(a) || P(*' — r^lla,—>0 05/^00 where for an arbitrary operator 5, 5<4) de-

notes the restriction of S to 3Ca,

(b) Tnj-^>T n.e.

The-above proof shows this when the P„ are self adjoint. For the general

case write Tn = Rn+iSn with R„, S„ self adjoint; and if {9TTfc}, {ait} are the

strongly dense domains for which (a) is satisfied by Rnp Snj respectively let

3c4 = 3Tr4n9tft.

Because of the completeness just established we can state the following

standard result:

Corollary 2.2. Let Pi = (3Ci, fti, mj) and r2 = (3C2, a2, mj) be regular gage

spaces. Suppose lg£g 00, lggg 00, awd that cp is a bounded linear transforma-

tion from a dense subset of LP(VX) to Lq(Tj). Then <f> can be uniquely extended to

a linear transformation from all of LP(TX) to Lq(Yj) with preservation of the

bound.

4. Interpolation. Zygmund and Calderon have extended the Riesz-Thorin

interpolation theorem to a rather general theorem concerning interpolation

of multi-linear operations, [l, Theorem F]. For the sake of simplicity and

clarity, we will restrict our attention to the bilinear case. Before stating the
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theorem we introduce some notation. Let 1 Spi, pi, qi, qi, rx, r2S °° and set

l/oo =0 and 1/0= oo. Suppose that t is a real number such that 0</<l and

define p, q and r by the equations

Up = (1 - t)/pi + t/Pi,

1/q = (1 - 0/9i + t/qt,

1/r = (1 - t)/n + t/r2.

Theorem 3. Let T, Ti, T2 be regular gage spaces and let D be the collection

of all pairs (R, S) of elementary operators on Ti, T2 respectively. Suppose that

cp is a bilinear mapping from D to measurable operators on V such that for all

(R, S) in D,

(a) \cp(R, S) T1SMi R Pi S „,

(b) \cb(R, S) „SM2 R P2 5 „.

Then

(c) \\cP(R, S)||rgM,l-'^||7?||p||5||3

for all (R, S) in D. Furthermore if p?± <*> and q^ &, cb has a unique continuous

bilinear extension to Lp(Ti)Y,Lq(T2), preserving (c).

Proof of the theorem. D could be replaced by the collection of all pairs of

simple operators. If this were done a direct proof of the theorem could be pre-

sented, analogous to the one given by Zygmund and Calderon; however, it is a

relatively straightforward matter to reduce the proof to the commutative

case, and we follow this latter course.

Let T=cp(R, S) and let R= lf\ R\ and 5= F| S\ be the polar decomposi-

tion R and 5. Suppose that \R\ =f\dE\ and that \S\ =J\dF\. If /, g are
bounded measurable functions on the line, put R/=Uff(\)dE\ and Sg

= Vfg(\)dF\. Now set T(f, g) =cp(Rf, Sf) and let X be a fixed elementary

operator on T. Let IF| X\ =X be the polar decomposition of X and let J\dK\

be the spectral resolution of |-X"|. For each bounded measurable function h

on the line put Xn = Wfh(\)dKx. Now suppose that TX=Wi\TX\ is the

polar decomposition of TX and set cp(f, g, h)=m(Wx*T(f, g)Xh). Then cp is

a tri-linear form and

I <t>(f, g,h)\   S \\W*xT(f, g)Xh\\i S \\T(f, g)Xh\\i S \\T(f, g)||rJ|X*|U

and by assumption, ||F(/, g)\\riS M}\RjWP^SB\\ti. Putting ||(/, £)||p

= (j\f(\)\pdm(Ey,)Y'p and defining ||(g, F)||, and ||(A, X)||r similarly for any

p, q, and r such that ISP, q, rS °°, it results that \cp(f, g, h)\ SM,\\(f, E)\\Pi
'Wig, F)\\<n\\ih, K)Wn • in tn's inequality we make the further convention that

||C/. £)||- = ||/||-. II(g. F)\U = \\g\U, and that ||(A, X)||. = ||A||.. Now since
l/r=(l-t)/ri+t/rt it follows that l/r' = (l -t)/r{ +t/r{. For 1/r'= 1-1/r

= l + (l-0(lAi -l)+<(l/r2'-l). Hence by Theorem F of [l] specialized

to the case of trilinear forms the inequality \<p(f, g, h)\ SMl~'Ml2\\(f, E)\\p

'Wig, F)\\i\\ih> K)\\r' holds for all simple functions/, g and h. Because the
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measure spaces over which the norms ||(/, £)]|P, • • • , are taken are finite,

the simple functions are dense with respect to these norms, even in the case

that p, q or r' = oo. Thus the inequality is valid for any bounded measurable

functions/, g and h. As in the proof of Lemma 1.1, we may choose/, g, and h

so that R, = R, \\(f, £)||p = ||P||p, • • • , and T=T(f, g). Then </>(/, g, h)

= m(Wx*TX) and \<p(f, g, h)\ =m(W\TX)= rX||1gJlf11-'Afl||i?||,||5||<,||A'||,..
Applying part (c) of Theorem 1, we see that P||r = \\<p(R, 5)||r gM}~'M2||P||P

•|]5||9. If py* c° and qy^ oo and R, S are arbitrary operators in Lp(ri), Z.4(r2)

there exist elementary operators Rn, Sn on Yx, T2 such that P„—»P in Lp(Tj)

and Sn—*S in Z,(r2). Putting P„=(/)(P„, 5„) it results that ||P» —P*||r

glf;-'M^(||Pn-PA||p||5||g + ||Pi||p||5„-5*||3)->0 as w, k^°c Since Lr(Y) is

complete the sequence {Tn\ has a limit, say T, and ||P||rg||P— P*||r + ||P/t||r

g||r-rt||r + 17i1'-'M2||P4lJ|5t||a. There is no difficulty in verifying that
||r-n||r->0 as k->*>; so ||P||rg Afl_'M'2||P||p||5||,. Thus if P„-^0 in Lp(rO

and Sn—->0 in Z,3(r2), <p(Rn, 5„)—>0 in Lr(T). From this we see that the defini-

tion T = cp(R, S) is unambiguous and gives the desired extension of <p to

Lv(Yj)XLq(Yj).
A particularly interesting and easy consequence of the theorem is given

in the following result.

Corollary 3.1. Suppose cp' is a linear mapping from elementary operators

on a regular gage space Yi to measurable operators on a regular gage space T2 such

that for all elementary operators R on Yx,

(a) U(R)  31gMi P|P1,

(b) \<p(R)  q^M2 _?!„,.
P&ew

(c) ii^Poi^gMr^iiPiip
for all elementary operators R on Tx. If p^ oo then <p has a unique continuous

linear extension to Z.p(Pi), preserving (c).

Corollary 3.2. If T belongs to LP(Y) and S belongs to Lq(Y) where 1/p + l/q

gl then TS is in Lr(Y) where 1/r = 1/p + l/q and \\TS\\rg||r||p||5||8.

Let Rs be the operator defined for all measurable T by Rs(T) = TS. Then

for T in Lq,(Y) we have ||Ps(P)||ig||5||J|P||a- and for T in L„(Y), \\Rs(T)\\q

g||5||,||r||„. Now if 0«<1, t(l/q', l) + (l-/)(0, l/q) = (t/q', t + (l-t)/q)
and putting l/q = t/q' and 1/r = t + (l-t)/q it follows that ||i?s(r)||rg||5||4

■||r||pwhen T is restricted to be an elementary operator. Note that, 1/p + l/q

= t/q' + l/q^l/q' + l/q = l and that 1/p + l/q = t(l/q' + l/q) -t/q + l/q
= t + l—t/q = l/r. Since we have already considered the case p= oo we may

assume p9^ oo, so that Rs has a continuous extension to all of LP(Y); thus

we need only verify that Rs(T) = TS tor arbitrary T in LP(Y). Let { Tn) be a

sequence of elementary operators such that || Pn — P||p—>0 and Tn—>T n.e.

Then ||Ps(Pn) — Rs(Tj)\\r-*0 so that {PnS} is a Cauchy sequence in Lr(T).

There exists therefore an operator K in Z.r(r) such that || T„S — K\\r—>0. By
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passing to a subsequence we can assume that T„S-^K n.e. Since TnS-^TS

n.e., K=TS, and ||FS||r = ||i?s(F)||rg||S||9||F||p = ||F||p||s||,.

5. The Hausdorff-Young theorem. In this section we apply the previous

theorem to a semi-commutative situation in which one gage space is com-

mutative being the measure space obtained from the group G and Haar

measure; the other gage space is, in general, noncommutative, and arises

from the Hilbert algebra determined by the square integrable functions on

the group.

For the remainder of the paper G is a locally compact unimodular group;

all integration over G is with respect to Haar measure. LP(G), 1 Sp< °°, is

the collection of measurable complex valued functions f on G with ||/||p

= il\fix)\ pdx)llp< oo. The collection of measurable, essentially bounded

functions is designated by LX(G), and if / is a measurable function Jf=f*

is the function defined by/*(x) =/(x_1). The convolution f*g of two measura-

ble functions /, g is said to exist if J\f(xy~1)g(y) | dy exists for almost all x and

is defined by/*g(x) =J(xy~l)g(y)dy. Because G is unimodular the transforma-

tion y—*y~1x is measure preserving and it follows that f*g exists if and only if

f\f(y)g(y~1x)\dy exists for almost all x and when it exists f*g(x)

= ff(y)g(y~1x)dy. We will use these two expressions for/*g interchangeably,

as convenience dictates. When f*g exists (f*g)* is easily seen to equal g**f*.

For a measurable function/, left convolution by / is the operator Lf in L2(G)

whose domain consists of all g in L2(G) for which f*g exists and f*g belongs to

L2(G); for such g, Lf(g) is defined to be/*g. Right convolution by/ is desig-

nated by Rf and is defined similarly.

Let 05p denote the collection of all / in LP(G), 1 ̂ p^2, such that Lf is a

bounded everywhere defined operator on L2(G).

Theorem 4. If f is an element of (&p then (L/)*=Lf, R; = JL* land (Rf)*
= Rf*. Furthermore if g is in <&q and f*g belongs to Lr(G) where ISp, q, r^2

then L/.s = LfLa. In particular, (S>2 is an algebra under convolution.

In the proof we will establish some lemmas that are more general than

necessary but which will be useful later on.

Lemma 4.1. If f is an element of LP(G), 1 SpS2, then Ls is a densely defined

operator in L2(G) and the domain of L/ contains Li(G)C\L2(G).

Suppose/is an element of LP(G), that g is in Lq(G), and that 1/p + l/q^l.

Then by Young's inequality f*g exists and ||/*g||r^||/||p||g||9 where 1/r

= l/p + l/g-l. When lgpg2 there is a a such that l^gg2 and r = 2. Now

Li(G)P\L2(G) is dense in L2(G) and contained in Lq(G) for 1 Sq S2.

Lemma 4.2. Iff is an element of LP(G), 1 ̂ p^2, and if 3D is any subset of

Li(G)r\L2(G), then (f**g, h) =fg(y) [f*h(y)]~dy for all g in 3D and all h in L2(G).

First of all observe by the preceding lemma, that the left side of the

above relation makes sense.  Now applying the same lemma we see that
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f**g belongs to L2(G) whenever g is in 3D, and because the product of two

functions in L2(G) is integrable, f\h(x)\dxf\f*(xy~l)g(y)\dy is finite. Hence

the  Fubini  theorem applies and

j h~(x)dx j f*(xy~l)g(y)dy = j g(y)dy j f*(xy~1)h(x)dx = j g(y)[f* h(y)]~dy.

The next lemma is a slight generalization of a result of Segal's [3].

Lemma 4.3. Suppose f=fi+fi+ • • • +/n where fi belongs to LPi(G),

!SpiS2, and let <£> = Li(G)r\L2(G). Then the domain of Lj* contains 3D and

if L'/a is the contraction of Lf* to 3D, (L'/a) * = Lf.

By Lemma 4.1, the domain of Lff contains 3D for each i. It follows easily

that L'/a = L'/1a+ - ■ ■ +L'J'rA where the sum is taken in the ordinary.,sense.

Furthermore for any h in L2(G), (f**g, h) = (f**g, h)+ • • ■ +(f**g, h) which

by Lemma 4.2, equals fg(y) [fi*h(y)]~dy + • ■ ■ + fh(y)[f„*h(y)]~dy
= fgiy)[f*hiy)]~dy. Thus (f**g, h)=fg(y)[f*h(y)]dy for all g in 3D and all h
in Li(G). Now let h be an arbitrary element of the domain of Lf. Then f*h

belongs to Li(G) and the above relation becomes (f**g, h) =(g, f*h). Hence

Ljd(L'/,)*. To show the converse let h belong to the domain of (Lf,)* and

put (L'fi)*(h)=k. Then (f**g, h) = (g, k) for all g in 3D. Thus f(f*h)g=fkg ior
all g in 3D and it results that f*h = k almost everywhere. So h is in the domain

of Lf and Lf(h) =k, which shows that (L'/.)*C.Lf. Notice that the Lemma is

true without any change in the proof if for 3D we take the collection of simple

functions. More generally, we can let 3D be any subset of LX(G)C\L2(G) which

is dense in L2(G) with the property that (f**g, h) = (g, k) for all g in D implies

(J**Ce, h) = (Ce, k) for each set E of finite measure, where Ce is the char-

acteristic function of E.

Lemma 4.4. Suppose f, g anti f*g are elements of LP(G), Lq(G), and Lr(G)

respectively where ISP, q, rS2. Let 3D be the collection of simple functions. Then

(a) L['M),CLg*Lf\

(b) Lt.t-D'Lf)*(Lf)*.

Let h be a simple function. Since h belongs to all Lebesgue classes it fol-

lows from Young's inequality that g*h is in LP'(G). Hence the integral

f\f(y)\dyf\giy~1xz~1)h(z)\dz is finite, and

I fiy)dy I g(y~1xz~1)h(z)dz =  J  h(z)dz I f(y)g(y~lxz~l)dy.

As a result, f*(g*h) = (f*g)*h and by Lemma 4.1, g*h, (f*g)*h are in L2(G).

So the above relation may be written as

LfLg(h) = Lf.g(h).

This shows that Lf',g(ZLfLg and replacing/ by g* and g by /* we get L'f,,^
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CjLg*Lf. Now part (a) follows from that fact that g**f* = (f*g) *. The inclu-

sion just established shows that (Lg:Lf)* exists and that Lf,a = (L"M,)*

D(Lg*Lf)*D(Lf)*(L„')*, which proves (b).

Lemma 4.5. If f is in LP(G), 1 g£g2, and if the contraction Lf of Lf to any

dense subset 3D of L2(G) contained in the domain of Lf is bounded then Ls is

bounded and everywhere defined.

Let g be an arbitrary element of L2(G) and suppose g,- belongs to 3D and

that gi-*g in L2(G). Then ||/*g-/*g,j|rg||/||P||g-g,-||2-*0, and by passing to a

subsequence we can assume/*gi—>/*g almost everywhere. By Fatou's Lemma

f\f*g(x)\2dx^lim inft-/|/*g,(x)|2^glim inf, ||L/||-||_.-||S = ||i/||-||_||S- It fol-
lows that f*g is in L2(G) and that Lf is bounded.

Proof of the theorem. Suppose / belongs to (Bp, lg£g2, and let 3D be

the collection of simple functions. From the inclusion L'/.CjLf follows the

fact that (L'/.)*C(Lg')*; by Lemma 4.3 (_,,) = (Z#*D(Lf)* and applying

the same lemma to /* we see that Lf is closed, linear and densely defined.

Thus (L,)* = (L'/.)**C(Lf)** = Lf. It is straightforward to verify that R,

= JL*J so that for g, h in L2(G), (Rfg, h) = (JLf*Jg,J2h) =(Jh, Lf*Jg)

= (f*h*, g*) = (g, h*/*)=(g, Rfh); hence (Rf)*=Rf. Now suppose that g is

an element of (B9 and that/*g belongs to Lr(G) where 1 gg, rg2. By Lemma

4.4, and the preceding results on adjoints it follows that Lf,jjJ(Lf)*(Lg')*

= LfLg. Since L;Lg is bounded and everywhere defined Lftg = L;Lg. Finally,

if/, g belong to (B2 then/*g = P/(g) is in L2(G) and the result just established

applies; hence Lj,g = LfLg is bounded and /*g belongs to (B2.

Having established Theorem 4, it is easy to verify that the system

H=(L2(G), J, <B2) is a Hilbert algebra in the sense of [4] and that for/ in

(B2, Lf as defined here coincides with the H definition of Lf. Now for arbitrary

/ in L2(G) put L/ tor the operator with domain (B2 given by L/(g)=Rg(f),

g in <B2. Since Ra(f)=f*g = Lf(g), L} is just the restriction of L} to (B2, and

according to the definition,/is in the bounded algebra of ffif L} is bounded.

Because (B2 is dense in L2(G), it follows from Lemma 4.5 that Lf is bounded

if and only if Lj is bounded. Thus we have proved

Corollary 4.1. (B2 is already the bounded algebra of the Hilbert algebra H.

Theorem 5. If f is an element of L2(G), then (L'r)*=Lt.

Lemma 5.1. If two essentially measurable operators agree on a strongly dense

domain they have identical closures.

For the proof see [4, Corollary 5.1 ].

Proof of the theorem. Let 3D be any dense subset of L2(G) contained in

LX(G). Then 3D is contained in (B2 and L'{'.Cj_L't*. By Lemma 4.3, (Lf*)*C.Lf.
Now let £ be the weakly closed ring of operators generated by the Lg for

g in 732. £ is called the left ring of Hand by Theorem 19 and Remark 5.1 of

[4] it follows that (L/.)* is measurable with respect to £. £ is the commutor
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of the ring generated by the right translations by elements of G; so since Lt

commutes with all right translations, Lf is affiliated with £. Because

F/D(L/.)*, Lf has a strongly dense domain and being closed Ls is therefore

measurable. Thus by Lemma 5.1, (L'f,)*=Lf.

By Theorem 17 of [4] a regular gage m can be defined on the projections

in £ as follows: For any projection Q in £ set m(Q) =||/||2 if Q = LS for some

/ in B2 and otherwise put m(Q) = x>. The resulting regular gage space G'

= (L2(G), £, m) will be called the canonical gage space of G.

According to [4, Corollary 19.1] (L'f)* belongs to L2(G') for each / in

L2(G) and the mapping /—>(Z,/.)* is unitary between L2(G) and L2(G'). Since

(Lf,)* = Lf it follows that the mapping f—^Ls is unitary between Li(G) and

Li(G').
From now on, 3D will denote LX(G)C\L2(G).

Theorem 6. Let G be a locally compact unimodular group and let G'

= (L2(G), £, m) be the canonical gage space of G. Suppose that 9TC is the smallest

linear collection of measurable functions containing LP(G) for each p with

1 SpS2. Then for f in 3H
(1) Lf is a measurable operator with respect to £ and the domain of Lf con-

tains 3D;

(2) if g belongs to 317 and if a is a scalar, then Laf+g = aLf+L0, the sum being

taken in the strong sense;

(3) Lf = Lg, g in 917 implies f = g almost everywhere;

(4) (Lf)*=L,.;

(5) \\Lf\\p.s\\f\\p,lSPS2.

Lemma 6.1. If 1 SPS2, there is a bounded linear mapping U from LP(G)

to LP>(G') such that

(1) 11 U(f)11P,S11/||p, for all finLp(G);
(2) if f is a simple function then U(f) =Lf.

Let/ be a simple function. Then Lf is a measurable operator with respect

to the ring £, ||L/||2 = ||/ l2 and |(L/j|M^||/||i. Setting U(f) =LS we have || C/(/)11«=

S11/|11 and || C7(/)||2 = ||/|2. Now by Corollary 3.1, Uf belongs to Lp.(G') and
|| f/(/)||p' ^||/||p. From this inequality, the denseness of the simple functions

in LP(G), and Corollary 2.2, follows the fact that U has an extension to all

of LP(G) having the stated properties.

Lemma 6.2. If f is an element• of LP(G), 1 SPS2, then U(f) =Lf.

Letf belong to LP(G), 1 SpS2, and let/, be simple functions such that

fn—*/in LP(G). Let T= U(f). By Corollary 2.1, we can assume that LSn—^T n.e.

and that there exists a strongly dense domain { 3C;} such that the restriction

F(i) of F to Ki is bounded and || F(i) — i/„||„—>0, for each fixed i. Let g be an

arbitrary element of Xi. By Young's inequality f*g is in Lr where l/r = l/p

-1/2   and   ||/*g-/»*g|[r^||/-/»||P||g||2->0.   Thus /„*g-^FCfl)   in   L2(G)   and
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/n*g—>/*g in LT(G). Therefore T(g)=f*g almost everywhere. Thus Lf agrees

with T on a strongly dense domain, is closed (Lemma 4.3) and is easily

seen to commute with right translations by group elements. Hence Lf = P.

For Lf and P are essentially measurable and agree on a strongly dense do-

main, and therefore by Lemma 5.1, have identical closures.

Lemma 6.3. Iff belongs to LP(G), 1 gpg2, then (Lf)*=Lf..

First of all, L'/.CLf so that (L,'.)*D(Lf)*. By Lemma 4.3 Lf = (L".)*;
thus LfZ)(Lf)*. Now by Lemma 6.2, Lf is a measurable operator with re-

spect to the ring £. And as the adjoint of a measurable operator is measurable,

(Lf)* is measurable. Since LfCj(Lf)*, it follows, by Lemma 5.1, that (Lf)*

= Lf. Upon replacing / by /*, we get the indicated result.

Before proceeding we mention that unless stated to the contrary, all

sums and products of measurable operators are understood to be strong sums

and strong products respectively.

Lemma 6.4. If /=/i+/2 + • • ■ +/*, /< in LPi(G), lg£;g2, then Lf is

measurable and L; = Lfl+ ■ ■ ■ +L/n.

By Lemma 4.3, Lf is closed, linear and densely defined. Furthermore by

Lemma 6.2, Lfi is measurable for each i, and there is no difficulty in showing

that Lfj)Lfv+ ■ ■ ■ +Lfn. Since Lf is affiliated with L we can apply Lemma

5.1 to conclude that Lf is measurable and that Lf = Lll+ ■ ■ ■ +L;n.

Proof of the theorem. If/ is in 3TC then/=/i+/2+ • • • +/„ where/< be-

longs to LPi(G) and 1 g£,g2. So (1) follows from the preceding lemma and

(2) follows similarly. Now suppose that/, g belong to 9TC and that Lt = Lg.

Then if h is a simple function f*h=g*h almost everywhere. From the defini-

tion of 3TI and from the fact that h belongs to all Lebesgue classes it follows

that f*h and g*h are sums of continuous everywhere defined functions. Hence

by the regularity of Haar measure, f*h = g*h and evaluating at the identity we

get ffh*=fgh* tor each simple function h. So f=g almost everywhere, and

this establishes (3). To prove (4), let Lf = Lfl+ ■ ■ ■ +Lfn as above. Then

(Lf)* = (Lfj)* + ■ ■ ■ +(Lfj)* which by Lemma 6.3 equals Lf'+ ■ ■ ■ +L/n-.

Since /*=/*+ ■ ■ ■ +/n* and since/* belongs to LPi(G), lgp;g2, we can

apply Lemma 6.4 to conclude that Lf = Lt*+ ■ ■ ■ +Lf. Thus (Lj)*=Lf.

It f is in 9TC and if/ does not belong to LP(G), then (5) is trivially true. On

the other hand if/ is an element of LP(G), then the inequality follows from

Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2.

Definition 5.1. Let U be the linear mapping with domain 311 given

for / in 3TC by U(f) =LS. U(f) is called the Fourier transform of / and the

restriction of U to LP(G) will be denoted by Up.

Corollary 6.1. ///, g, f*g belong to LP(G), Lq(G), and Lr(G) respectively,

lg£, q, rg2, then Lf,g = LfLg.
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Lf,a, Lf and Lq are measurable and it follows easily from Lemma 4.4 that

Lf,gZ)LfLg; hence by Lemma 5.1, Lf.g = LsLg.

Corollary 6.2. If f belongs to 3U and if g belongs to 3D, then U2(f*g) =LjLg

and Ui(g*f) = LgLf.

Since / is in 917, g is in the domain of Lf so that /*g belongs to Li(G). Let

/=/i+ ■ ■ • +fn where/,- is in LPi(G), lSpiS2. Then f*g=fx*g+ - - - +/„*g
and by the preceding corollary, U2(fi*g) = LfiLg; thus

Ui(f*g) = (Lfl + ■■■ + Lfn)Lg

and by Lemma 6.4, Lfl+ ■ ■ ■ +Ltn = Lf. A similar argument shows that

Ui(g*f)=LgLf.
An inverse Fourier transform V mapping certain operators to functions

also exists and we begin consideration of this question.

Definition 5.2. Let T>'=Lx(G')C\Li(G') and let V" be the restriction of

U"1 to 3D'. Note that U^1 exists, by (3) of Theorem 6, and, as Ui is unitary

between L2(G) and L2(G'), that 3D' is included in the range of U.

Corollary 6.3. If F is in 3D' then ||V"'(F)||p. g||F||p, 1<PS2.

First of all observe that F belongs to LP(G') for 1 SpS2. For if F belongs

to Lr(G')r\Ls(G'), rSs, there is no difficulty in verifying that ||F||"g||F||r

+||F||j for rSuSs. Now taking g to be a simple function, it results that

Jfg=m(LfL*). For/, g are in L2(G) and (/, g) = (Uf, Ug). Since L, = F and as

F belongs to LP(G), \ffg\ g||F]|p||L*||p>. By Theorem 6, \\Lg\\p> ̂||i,||P and as

||l.e*||p'=||LB||P' it follows that |//gj ^||f||p||Ls||p< for all simple functions g;

hence \\fWp/S\\F\\p.

Theorem 7. Let G' be the canonical gage space determined by the locally

compact unimodular group G. Put 917' for the smallest linear collection of meas-

urable operators on G' containing Lp(G') for each p with 1SPS2. Then there

exists a unique linear mapping V from 917' to measurable functions (mod null

functions) on G such that

(1) V extends V";

(2) ||F(F)||p^||F||p, l^pg2.

V necessarily has the further properties,

(3) V(F*)=V(F)*;
(4) V(F) =0 implies F = 0.

Lemma 7.1. V" has a unique extension V to the set theoretic union of the

LP(G), l^p^2, such that

(1) ||F'(F)||P^||F||P;

(2) V'(F*)=V'(F)*.

Since 3D' is dense in LP(G), and in view of the inequality given in Corol-

lary 6.3, V" has a unique bounded norm decreasing extension Fp taking
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LP(G') into LP,(G). By an easy continuity argument, VP(F*) =VP(F)*. We

now define V as follows; if F belongs to LP(G') for some p such that 1 gpg2,

put V'(F) = VP(F). To show that V is well defined we must show that if F

also belongs to Lq(G'), 1 ggg2, then VP(F) =Vq(F). Suppose then that this

is the case. By Lemma 1.4 there exist elementary operators Fn such that

Fn-*F in Lp(G') and F„-^F in Lq(G'). Since P„ belongs to 3D', V"(Pn)-*Vp(P)

in LP.(G) and V"(Fj)-*Vq(F) in Lq.(G). Thus Vp(F)=Vq(F) almost every-

where. Now for a given P and index p either P belongs to LP(G') in which

case (1) is satisfied or ||p||P= oo and again (1) holds. Also V'(F*) =VP(F*)

= VP(F)* =V'(F)* tor some p so that V" exists. V is unique. For if W extends

V" and satisfies (1) then the restriction of W to LP(G') is a continuous exten-

sion of V" and must therefore equal Vp.

Having the transformation V it is easy to establish a Parseval formula.

Lemma 7.2. If f belongs to LP(G) and H is in LP(G'), lg£g2, then

ff[V'(II)]- = m(LfH*).

Let /,- be simple functions such that /<—>/ in LP(G) and choose 77, in 3D

such that Hi-+H in LP(G'). Then (U/, UV'Hj) = ([//,-, 77,-). As V'(Hj)-^V'(H)
inLp,(G) and Ufi-*Lf in Lp.(G') it follows that ff[V(H)]- = lim,- fft[V(Ht) ]~
= lim; m(UfiH*) which by Corollary 1.3 equals m(LfH*).

Lemma 7.3. If Fjbelongs to LPi(G'), lg£,-g2, awd j/p + P2+ • • ■ +P„ = 0
</zew V"(Pi)+V'(P2)+ • • • +V'(P„)=0 almost everywhere.

Let fi = V(Fj) and put/=/i+ • • • +/„. Let h be a simple function. Then

ffh = ffih+ ■ • ■ +//nh and applying the Parseval formula we get f/h

= m(FxLt)+ ■ ■ ■ +m(FnLt)=m((Fx+ ■ ■ ■ +Fn)Lt) = m(0-L*)=0. Since
h was an arbitrary simple function, /=0 almost everywhere.

Lemma 7.4. If F belongs to LP(G'), 1 g£g2 awd if g is an element of LX(G),

lhenV'(LgF)=g*V'(F).

Since g belongs to LX(G), Lg is bounded, and LgF is in LP(G'). Let P„

belong to 3D' be such that Fn-^F in LP(G'). Then Fn = Lfn -where f„ is in L2(G).

Now LgFn->LgF in LP(G') so that V'(LgFj)-*V'(LgF) in LP.(G). Since g*/„

belongs to L2(G), Corollary 6.1 applies and Lg.fn = LgLfn = LfFn. Thus g*/„

= V'(LgtSj)^V'(LgF) in /^(G). Let / = V'(P). Then ||g*/-g*/n||P< g||g||i

•||/-/-IIp'-^0. For V'(Fj)^V'(F) in Lp,(G). Thus g*f = V'(LtF).

Lemma 7.5. 7/77, J_ 6e/owg to L2(G'), then V'(HK) =V'(H)*V'(K).

Let h = V'(H) and put fe=V'(7i'). There exist h{ in 3D such that h,-*h in

L2(G). Hence Lhi-^H in L2(G'), LhiK-+HK in Li(G'), and y'(L^K)-^y'(77/<C)

in LK(G). By the preceding Lemma, V'(LhiK) =hi*k. Now hi*k—>h*k in

L„(G). For||&*&-&,-*fe||Mg||fe-A,-||sp||2->0, and it results that V"(777?) =fe*^

almost everywhere.
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Proof of the theorem. Let F belong to 917'. By definition there exist F,- in

LAG'), lSpiS2 such that F = Fi+ • • • +Fn. Put V(F)=V'(FX)+ ■ ■ ■
+V'(F„). By Lemma 7.3, V(F) is uniquely defined and the resulting map V

is obviously linear on 311'. If F is in LP(G'), then V(F)=V'(F) and (2) is

satisfied and if F is in 9U' but not in LP(G'), then ||F||P= oo and (2) holds

trivially. Thus (1) and (2) hold and from Lemma 7.1, V is easily seen to be

unique. Since F* = Fi*+ • • • +F*,V(F*)=V'(FX)*+ ■ ■ ■ +V'(Fn)* =V(F)*

and we have established (3). Let g belong to 3D. Then LgF = LgFx+ ■ ■ ■

+LgFn and V(LgF) =V'(LgFx)+ ■ ■ ■ +V'(LgFn) and setting fi = V'(Fi) and

applying Lemma 7.4, we get V(LgF) =g*/i+ ■ • ■ +g*/n = g*(/i+ ■ ■ ■ +/„)

= g*V(F); thus if V(F)=0, V(LgF)=0 as well. Since Lg is an element of

Fp'(G') for all p such that 1 SPS2, it follows from Holder's inequality that

LgF, belongs to Li(G'). Consequently LgF is in Li(G') and is therefore the

product of two operators in Li(G'). So suppose LgF = HK with H, K in Li(G'),

and that V(F)=0. Putting h = V(H) and k = V(K) it results that 0=V(LgF)
= V(HK) =h*k (by Lemma 7.5); since h, k are elements of L2(G) and h*k=0

we may apply Corollary 6.1. Thus Lh,k = LhLk=HK = 0. As a result L9F = 0

for all g in 3D. Letting g run through an approximate identity we see that

F = 0.
During the course of the proof we have shown:

Corollary 7.1. If F belongs to 31t' and if g is an element of Li(G) then

V(LgF)=g*V(F).

Corollary 7.2. VU2 = I2 (the identity on L2(G)) and UV2 = IV (the identity

on L2(G')).

VU2 = V2U2 where V2 is the unique continuous extension of V" to L2(G')-

Since U2l is such an extension, V2= U2l and V2U2= UilU2 = I2. On the other

hand UV2 = UUr1 = U2Ut1 = Iv.

Corollary 7.3. /// is in 9TC awd if Lt belongs to 311', then V(Lf) =/.

Let g belong to 3D. Then by Corollary 6.2, U(g*f) = U2(g*f) = LaLt. So
g*f=VU2(g*f) (Corollary 7.2) =V(LgLf) =g*V(Lf) (Corollary 7.1). Thus g*f
= g*V(L/) ior all g in 3D. So/ = V(L/) almost everywhere.

Corollary 7.4. If F belongs to 311' and if f = V(F) belongs to 911, then

Lf = F.

Let g be in 3D. By Corollary 7.1, V(LgF)=g*f and by Corollary 6.2,
U2V(LgF) = U2(g*f) = L„Lf. Thus V(LgF) = VUtV(L„F) (Corollary 7.2)
= V(LgLf) and by linearity and (4) of Theorem 7, LgF = LgLt. As a result

Lg(F — Lf) =0 for all g in 3D. From this it follows that F = Lf.

Corollary 7.5. Suppose thatf, g, andf*g belong to LP(G), Lq(G), and LT(G)

respectively where ISP, qS2, l/r = l/p + l/q — l and r>2. Then LfLg belongs

to Lr'(G'), r' satisfies the inequality 1 Sr'<2, and V(LfLa) =/*g.
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l_tl-l/r = l/V' = l-l/£ + l-l/a = l/>' + l/o' and as Lf, L„ belong to
Lp,(G'), Lq>(G') respectively it follows from Corollary 3.2 that LfLt is in

Lr,(G'). Since 1/r' = 1 — 1/r^ 1 —1/2 = 1/2 we see that lgr'<2 so that the

inverse Fourier transform of LfLg exists. To show that /*g = V(LfLj) choose

/„gn in 3D such that/„—>/ in LP(G) and gn-*g in Lq(G). A simple application

of Young's inequality shows that /n*gn—>/*g in Lr(G) and from the inequality

given in Corollary 3.2 follows the fact that U(fn*g„) = U(fj)U(gn)-^LfLg in

Lr,(G); here we use, of course, the facts that U(fj)—>Lf in LP-(G') and U(g„)

->La in Lq,(G'). Hence VU(fn*gJ)^V(LfLg) in Lr„(G). Now r" =r and by

Corollary 7.2 VT/(/n*gn) =fn*gn- Thus fn*gn-*V(LfLj) in Lr(G) and as we have

already shown that fn*gn—»/*g in Lr(G) it follows that f*g = V(LfLg) almost

everywhere.

Corollary 7.6. If G is compact and if Haar measure is normalized so that

the measure of G is 1 then for any measurable operator F on G', ||p||P is a non-

increasing function of p.

By a standard sort of argument, which we will omit, it suffices to show

that ||P||i^||P||_. If ||p||i=oo, the inequality holds trivially. So suppose

||p i is finite and put/=V(P). Then ||/'||00g||P||i and because G has measure

1, /||ig||/l|_. Thus/belongs to U(G) so that L, = F and ||P|Ug||/||ig||/|U

-Mi-
Corollary 7.7. If G is compact every F in 31Z' is the Fourier transform of its

inverse transform.

Let P = Pi + P2+ • • • +Pn with Ft in LPi(G'), lg£<g2; then V(F)

= V(Pi)+ • • • +V(F„) and since G is compact V(Fj) belongs to LX(G).

Therefore V(F) is in Li(G) and by Corollary 7.4, UV(F)=F.

For compact groups, Theorem 6 and the result just established provide

us with complete global analogues to both parts of the classical theorem of

Hausdorff and Young; however, a more direct and much more explicit ex-

tension of the theorem can be obtained from a concrete representation of the

canonical gage space as follows:

Let A be the collection of equivalence classes of continuous irreducible

unitary representations of G which we assume to be compact with Haar

measure normalized to be 1. For each X in A, let <j>\ be a concrete repre-

sentation of class X and suppose that <f>x acts on a space of dimension d\.

The regular gage space Y = (L2(A), a, w) as constructed in the example follow-

ing Theorem 1 will be called a concrete representative of G'. If/ is an inte-

grable function on G the operator Px = /f(x)<p\(x)dx is well defined and setting

F= {F\} the above terminology is justified by

Theorem 8. The canonical gage space G' of a compact group G is algebrai-

cally equivalent to any concrete representative Y in such a way that when f is

integrable on G, Lf corresponds to LF.
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Since Lq(A) is algebraically isomorphic to Lq(T) for 1 SqS °°, Theorem 8

and the preceding results show that the Hausdorff-Young Theorem can be

formulated along more traditional lines as follows:

Corollary 8.1. Let G be a compact group with Haar measure 1 and let T

be a concrete representative of the canonical gage space of G. Then W-.f—>F is a

bounded linear mapping from LX(G) to La(A) such that for 1 SPS2,

(a) \\F\\p.sWfWPJorallfinLp(G),
(b) for any F in LP(T) there exists a unique f in LP'(G) such that ||/||P'

S||F||p and W(f) = F.

Lemma 8.1. If F= {T\} is an arbitrary element of g and if Lt denotes the

operation of left multiplication by T on L2(A), then ||l.r||» = ||F||M.

Since the ordinary trace defines a regular gage on the ring of all bounded

linear operators on a complex finite dimensional space, all of our results apply

to the operators T\. Thus for each li there exists a sequence Ff such that

\\F?\\2Sl and || F.F^MWU- Let Xxn)=d;1/2F^ if \ = M and put K™ =0
if X^ju. Let K™ = {Kf}. Then ||.K:<»>||* = ||F<">||2^1 and ||Lr(X<->)||»
= ||FuFj,B>112—*||FM||M   as   «—><x>.   Hence   ||Lr||oo = || Tf,\\„   for   each   li  so   that
II T   II    > II Til
||-kr||oo = || ■* || OO-

LEMMA 8.2. If T belongs to LC0(A), then LT is bounded and ||Lj-||0O = ||F||0O.

For Fin L2(A),||Fr(F)|^= Ex |lFxFx||^dxg Ex I!n||2»||Fx||^dx^||F||2„||F^-
Thus LT is bounded and |Z,r||„ ^|j F||M; however, by the previous lemma,

||£r||«> = ||F||M. Hence ||Lr]|00 = || F||«,.

Proof of the theorem. Let W2 be the restriction of the mapping /—>F to

L2(G). That Wi is a Hilbert algebra isomorphism between L2(G) and F2(A)

is the essential content of the L2 part of the Peter Weyl Theorem; we will

assume this as known. Thus the left ring £ of L2(G) is unitarily equivalent to

the left ring of 1.2(A), the latter ring being equal to W2£W2l. If / is in Fi(G)

then Lf is bounded and by Theorem 6, Lf is measurable with respect to £.

Hence Lf belongs to £ and we will show that W2LfWr1=LF. Suppose K is

an arbitrary element of F2(A). Then putting k = Wr*(K) it results that

WiLtWil(K) = W2Lf(k) = Wi(f*k) and by a straight forward argument in-

volving the Fubini Theorem W2(f*k) = FK=LF(K). From this follows the

fact that LF is bounded for each F in L2(A). For if /= W21(F), then LF =

W2LfW2^ and as L2(G) is contained in LX(G), Ls is bounded. Now if RF denotes

the operation of right multiplication by F, it is clear that LTRF=RFLT for all

T in LX(A) and all F in 1.2(A). As the RF generate the commutor of the left ring

of L2(A), LT is in the left ring for each T in LX(A). The mapping T—>LT is easily

seen to be a * isomorphism of Foo(A) into the left ring. Now let X be an arbi-

trary member of the left ring. Then for any F in L2(A), XLt = Lx<t->, as LT is

bounded [4, Corollary 16.3]. For each fixed it let El = Iu, the identity on the

pth component, if \=n and otherwise put E^ = 0. Set £"= {E$). Using the
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above relation we see that X(E"F) = X(E") F tor all Pin L2(A). Since E"E" = E",

X(E») =X(E>)E» and therefore if Y£ = X(E*)X, F£ = 0 forX^M- Set F= { F£}.
Now if P is in L2(A), F=JZ,E"F and X(F) = JZ,X(E»F) = JZ,X(E»)F
= Z* { YlFx] = { YZF„} = YF = LY(F). Thus X = LY, LY is bounded and by
Lemma 8.1 ||Py||«,5:|| F||„o. Hence the map P—>Lt from PM(A) is a * isomor-

phism onto the left ring of P2(A) and therefore a = W2£Iv"2_1. Finally, the

alleged gage on a was just the canonical one so that the gage spaces G'

= (L2(G), £, m) and r = (P2(A), a, w) are indeed equivalent.
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